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The Anchorage JC Penney store was heavily damaged by the 1964 Good Friday
Earthquake. This photo is dated March 31, 1964, four days after the disaster.

‘M

udcakes and Shrew” is a
story set in Anchorage during
the Good Friday Earthquake
of 1964. It is the third installment of
four for Anchorage Narratives, an
augmented reality and interactive print
based project being produced for the
Anchorage Centennial Celebration.
Anchorage Narratives at its heart is a
historical fiction project. Every one of
the four authors who are writing about
the Anchorage time periods (1915,
1919, 1964 and 2015) were picked for a
combination of their talent and who
they are as individuals. We wanted
authors to tell stories about people who
are not totally unlike them.
Dawnell Smith is the author of
this story (she is also known by her
rollerderby handle: Wickedspeedia).
She is a mother, advocate, poet and
academic—just like the main character
of this story. Dawnell has always struck
me as the kind of kid who came home
on long summer days covered in dirt
and grass stains, smelling of sweat and

full of tales about the neighborhood.
Our main character, Meg, is cut from
the same cloth as Dawnell. They both
collect rocks everywhere they go. They
wrestle with dogs and run down hills.
The JC Penney’s building is iconic in
the narrative of the 1964 earthquake.
It was broken in half, along with much
of 4th Avenue and the Turnagain area.
Penney’s is an ancillary part of the
story in “Mudcakes and Shrew.” The
main character has a day job there, and
we use the company conceptually. The
layout for this story includes restored,
digitally enhanced images taken from
the 1964 JC Penney’s Summer Catalog,
which was the catalog that came out
right after the earthquake. There are
also a few images reconstructed from
the Anchorage phonebook of 1964,
scattered about for good measure.
While not used in their original
formats or contexts, none of the
images are fictional and they are all
from those two sources.
— Nathan Shafer

of historical and
ultimately obsolete
formats (the catalog
and the phone book).
The interactive print
here is designed for
usage with smart
phones and tablets.
There are augmented
reality elements nested
within the design of
the story. Dawnell’s
story also continues on
in the augments, with
memories of Meg’s uncle
Mudcakes and his tall
tales.

TO VIEW THE
AUGMENTS on your

smart device, download
the free Junaio
Augmented Reality app
and scan the QR code
on this page. After
scanning, give a couple
seconds as the channel
called Mudcakes and
Shrew loads. When it is
loaded, hold your device
over the pages designed
to look like an old school
Penney’s catalog in this
story and images, audio
and video will appear.
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MUDCAKES
and
SHREW
By Dawnell Smith
MUDCAKES’ FIRST STAY with Meg’s family forged a lifetime of longing for the North
in the child. In his month-long yarn, he told
her of gold and glaciers, fertile landscapes
and cruel luck, and his words clung to the
11-year-old’s imagination like the Midwest
dust. Decades of living went by before Meg
years of dragging herself out of the desert,
out of the prairie, out of a marriage that left
her curled up in the cellar with a child quaking against her chest – but she made it to
Alaska at 33, with her own child’s arm in
one hand and a bag of clothes in the other.
She came looking for work where people
work, she heard – the work of building roads
and driving deep into the land for the good
and plenty.
A year older now but just as poor, Meg
senses the unraveling of all that promise as
she surveys the dust and desolation of 5th
Avenue, Anchorage. Five minutes of rumutes of undoing on Good Friday, 1964.
Minutes before, a deafening shift in the
ground, the air, the very balance of gravity
against force left Meg and everyone around
her clutching their bellies, their loved ones,
the walls, their cars, the places where solid
objects had once been, as they prayed, or
talked to themselves, or covered their ears,
and didn’t, or, like her, struggled to leap
from dumbstruck to action.
An hour before, she had been sorting the

room of JC Penny, watching the second
hand of her watch and waiting for her shift to
end. Now she stands before the shorn side
of the year-old building, its innards as frayed
and torn as a hand-me-down, its wall now
the slab fallen cars below.
Her legs still quivering, her heart pounding, Meg looks for her handbag, her cardigan, the bag with the Good Friday gift for
her daughter. She cannot remember where
she left them, how she cleared the building,
where she might have dropped her things,
who else she might have passed as she
headed out of the store just after 5:30 p.m.
as the boy, maybe 16, walked in, and young
men got into the elevator after she got out.
She remembers thinking a migraine was
coming on because she couldn’t steady
herself, but the ground kept shuddering, the
tremors kept resonating through her bones.
Walking now, she moves quickly toward
4th Avenue where she parked the car. All

around, the wake of the earthquake settles
– upturned asphalt, shattered windows,
buildings split in half or sunken in, people
screaming and running for help or news or
salvation.
A woman yells from the pawnshop across
the road. “Have you seen my son?”
Meg shakes her head and says nothing.
Ahead, Fourth Avenue distorts into view –
the asphalt split clean across and thrust up
ach: When she headed to work that morning, she left her child at home with a fever.
Thinking only of getting to her, she strides
south, blood dripping down her calf and bits
of busted up building sticking to her white
button-up blouse. Better to hoof it and beg
for a ride than waste time trying to get the
car. The residual snow and ice make walkcourse, relieved that she wore her old Oxfords rather than heels.

AS A GIRL, MEG LOVED STORIES where fate goes from bad to
worse, from unlucky to cursed, because that’s how aMudcakes got
his name. He said he climbed the Golden Staircase in the rain only
to stumble back down a few days later with nothing but cakes of
mud to his name. He never staked a claim, he said, but he claimed
the name.
Years later, Meg asked him why he didn’t leave Alaska sooner.
“I guess everyone needs a sign before giving up or moving on,” he
said, pausing for a moment to remember the question, or catch his
breath, or conjure up a tale. It was always hard to tell.
“Mine appeared on a clear August day made sane by the wind.
The bugs were down and the cold had not yet set in. I was gnawing
on dried meat in the hills above Anchorage, high enough to see the
smallness of the city, when I noticed this low gnawing sound, wet
and rhythmic and barely audible, irritating to the ear, actually, like

water dripping. It got louder and louder until
I couldn’t stand it anymore, so I tracked it
down.”
Mudcakes stood up then, cast an eye at

opportunity. She planned as much, and
gathered notes from people she worked
with and for in St. Louis, Tucson, and Seattle. She prized one letter most:

“There, on the ground, I saw a dead coyote with its belly quivering like a man with a
losing hand and no money to pay up. I got
closer and saw a hole in its skin. Then all
at once a small beady-eyed head pops out,
pulls out its body, licks its legs and runs out
of sight.”
Mudcakes leaned on his cane with a faraway squint and a sigh. “That was my sign,
you see – the shrew eating its way out of the
coyote’s belly.”

Dear Sir,
If you need someone who is hard working,
has a gift for science, and a good grounding
in geology, hire Megan Honor Ransom. She
will not disappoint.
Sincerely,
Dr. Grove Buckland

FOLKS TOLD MEG A PERSON COULD
make a good life in Alaska by working hard,
keeping a level head, and seizing the right

But in the end, she and her daughter
stayed in a cheap hotel and a dingy aparther meager savings and short-term jobs to
make ends meet. Her big break hadn’t come
yet, so she cleaned rooms and ran errands.

an old couple who grew them all summer.
The months dragged on and her reserves
had all but run dry when she was offered
a job selling clothes at the new JC Penny
building.
Only then did she call the phone number
Mudcakes had given her years before, “If
you ever make it north, Meg, look up this
woman,” he said. “Alice Dunn. She’s a good
one, prickly as devil’s club, but exactly the
right friend if you know how to stay out of
her way. I knew her some time ago. She’ll
set you up if she can.” Meg held onto that
scrap of paper through four moves and
er end sounded steady, crisp, and familiar.
“So Meg Ransom,” said Alice Dunn after
Meg explained their connection. “Just how
did you go about avoiding this call for so
long?”
Meg wasn’t one to carry on, but she
spoke directly. “Well, ma’am. I’ve learned
that it rarely pays to begin an acquaintance
at the point of need.”
“Well said,” Dunn replied. “And yet it
sounds like you might have some need?”
“Well,” Meg said. “I’m a woman with a
child in a place I hardly know, so of course it
helps to meet people.”
The two women met for a picnic lunch
on a hot August day on the grassy rise of
Romig Hill, a ski area during the winter and a
good place to sun bathe on a clear summer
day. Meg’s daughter wore a crop top and
blue shorts. Alice showed up in pants, and
none too clean either. Meg breathed a sigh
of relief. She learned by then that people
could judge harshly on the quality of one’s
clothes. Meg wore the only clothing she
bought since arriving – a simple, pressed
summer dress she found at an estate sale.
Meg introduced herself and her daughter
Flora. A pensive child, Flora offered her hand
and said, “Good to meet you Mrs. Dunn.”
“Oh, child, just call me Alice. I haven’t
been a missus in some time and, besides,
three sat on a light blanket with the sun at
their back. “So Flora, what have you been
doing when not going to school?”
“I’ve been reading a lot, I guess, and
drawing, listening to music. And, to be honest, I’m not used to being called Flora, either.”
Alice nodded and raised an eyebrow. She
kept a stacked bun of black hair high on
her head. “So what are you used to being
called?”
Flora smiled mildly. “Shrew.”

Alice tilted her head slightly and smiled
back. She asked simple questions about
the route of their journey, the places they
had lived, the work Meg found, the children
Shrew met, and, too, shared a few things
about herself, like her position with British
her husband in a military cargo plane that
disappeared in 1952.
After almost an hour of conversation on
the grass, Alice looked at her watch and
stood, with Meg and Shrew following suit.
“Well, here’s what I need from you, then. I
would like you to stay in my home for six
months starting in October while I go back
east to settle some business. I need the
plants watered, the house occupied, and
the cat fed.” She peered down at Shrew. “Is
that something you can do?”
The girl nodded as Alice continued. “My
cat means everything to me, you see. I
found her as a kitten on a street corner.
and the name stuck. The next day,
my husband’s plane vanished.
She really is the single most
precious thing I have. And
you’ll love the house. It will
give you more room, more
time to get on your feet.”
Alice paused to look over
the city. “Of course, I will
need the assurance that
you think of it as a job, so
I will pay you and you will
need to cover your own
living costs, the heating oil, gas for the car,
supplies, basic maintenance. The work
of running a house
here can be difare neighbors
who can help.”

saving on rent, six months of having a safe
place for building up her bank account, her
wits, her connections, and six months of
proving to Alice Dunn that she belongs. Meg
hemmed and hawed a bit, but not much.
As they walked toward the car, she said,
“Thank you for this great opportunity, Alice.
Mudcakes told me you were a good friend
from his time in Alaska, and that you were
someone I could trust.”
Alice opened the car door and set the
picnic basket on the back seat. “Alaska? Oh
dear no, your uncle never made it to Alaska.
He could no more keep a promise to come
north than remember it.”
sunk in. Of course Mudcakes could never
have climbed the Golden Staircase at the
turn of the century. He would have been
Shrew’s age back then, and though plenty
of children hauled up the Chilkoot Trail with
their families, they didn’t do it solo.
Alice slid into the driver’s seat, turned the
key, and pressed down on the clutch. “Your
uncle Mudcakes grew up hard, but he never
got the chance to grow up well, Meg. Alaska
became for him the perfect myth, the perfect dream.”
Meg waved as the Chrysler Imperial kicked dust behind it and disappeared.
Shrew stood nearby, looking more like her
father as she grew older, with dark straight
hair in contrast to Meg’s dirty blond curls,
and long lithe features rather than Meg’s
rounded ones. But the two shared the kind
of brown eyes that changed to gold in the
right light and had a way of looking into
space as if looking through it. They headed
east hand in hand, gazing straight into the
nature of truth, story and what lies between.

MEG’S FEET FEEL NUMB NOW, wet
from sweat and snow, and cold from the
still-chilled March day. She glances at her
watch – 6:10 p.m. – and then behind her.
All around, she hears civil service reports
through open car windows, houses and
businesses, the relay of messages from
person to person as she crosses Fireweed
on Spenard, hits Northern Lights and heads
west. She hears of roads splitting, of houses
tumbling into the ocean, of tsunamis ripping apart railway tracks and crushing boat
she hears helicopters.
An older man from her neighborhood
drives by going the other direction and
slows as he passes. “The earth caved in,”
he yells from across the road. “There’s no
place left to go to.”
A woman she knows passes while heading west fast, but she doesn’t stop. Another
car slows behind her and a teenage boy
who lives down her street leans to open the
passenger door and yells, “Hurry!”
Meg jumps in as he punches the accelerator. She remembers his name, Ben, as
he takes the right at McKenzie and slows.
The view ahead confounds them. The horizon appears altered in ways they could not
yet digest. They take a left at Clay Products
Drive. People run out of intact houses with
blankets and clothes, carrying tools and
ropes and hand-held radios. Ben pulls over
and they run on foot, west to their street. As
they turn right, they startle at the abrupt end
of the bluff. Ben runs to his house, half of it
standing.
“Shrew,” Meg says to no one. The house
is gone. In its stead, a tumble of churned up
earth and litter still shifting, beams and foundations broken and unglued. Beyond the

slide, more slides, a landscape warped and
crumbled into dirt and snow and splintered
wood and fallen trees and cars pitched into
the folds of punctured earthen skin.
The recluse whose corner house looks
untouched mutters from behind her, “People were swallowed up. Parts of whole
houses.” Meg looks at the old man, his cane
a gnarled limb every bit as aged as his arm.
She turns again to the apocalyptic horizon
and scans for movement. Far out in the
rubble, a helicopter picks up a man from a
sliver of slanted earth. The recluse pushes
his binoculars against her shoulder. “Look
for her there, on the left side of the slide,” he
says, pointing with his stick. “See that house
there? That’s the one two doors down from
Alice Dunn’s.”
Meg stares, recognizes nothing. She
takes the binoculars and spies what looks
like the butter-colored siding of Alice’s
“Shrew,” she yells, clamoring over debris and down a muddy bank of earth. She
moves without thought, picking her way up
and over and through what the earth shook
and reassembled into puzzle pieces pitched
at all angles, in all directions. She sees no

sign of the house, no path showing its dislocation.
It takes 15 minutes to travel a block, but
ble rise and scanning the wreckage before
her, moving the binoculars slowly, methodically, from side to side, up and down. She
thinks she sees the last of the neighbor’s
house at the waterline. In the distance,

voices shout commands. At the end of the
road where she left the old recluse, men in
uniforms direct people where to go, a man
runs into the debris with a shovel, a woman
pulls her children by their hands to a waiting
car, dogs bark at the bluff’s edge, a couple
of young men with ropes try to navigate the
block of shattered earth she just negotiated.
Her legs weaken. She does a 360 and

sees nothing but ruins around her, as if on
a lifeboat of frozen dirt in a sea of destroyed
lives. She hears a voice and looks left – a
woman half buried in her collapsed house.
“There,” Meg shouts to the young men behind her. “There’s a woman there.” They look
at her, and then toward the woman who
seems only half alive.
“You okay?” one of them yells. Meg nods.

They look so young, no more than 20, with
coats and boots over work slacks and buttonup shirts, their faces still stained with the starch
of boyhood.
Meg resumes her search, the surreal change
of light from snow to shadow, the stump that
appears to move, the mound that seems to be
waiting, the swaying limbs of trees and beams
tion.
“There,” she says, pulling the binoculars
away from her eyes and peering into the many
cavities beyond her perch. “There somewhere.”
Shrew can only be out in the sludge, in the
dregs of the shaken earth, either in it or undermoving into the furrows of the earth, over the
fragments of lives, through the furnishings of
dreams.
Again she yells her daughter’s name. Again
she plummets down into slim crevasses and

At one crest she hears or imagines a voice,
a sigh, a shout, she cannot yet tell. She climbs
again to a tenuous perch, looks, and moves
again. She hears a murmuring. This time she
leaves the binoculars dangling against her
sternum and turns completely around, sensing a trembling of motion within the imploded
subdivision.
She turns again, seeing far behind her the
regimented movements of rescuers where
the bluff held, and the path of destruction,
the household furniture, the sheds and play
sets, the bikes and wheel barrows, the timber
and metal of permanence undone and, closer
than anticipated, a movement below and to
the right. Everything looks larger than expected, yet farther away, but she can see it clearly
now – a formless stirring deep in a hollow.
She tries to hone in on the movement with the
binoculars, but she can’t. Her hands cannot
hold still, her eyes cannot focus. Could she
have gone too far? Was she seeing things to
deny the other possibility, that Shrew could
be lost here, in this ruptured pit, forever.
She moves back toward what she sensed,
a moving target in a landscape of quivering,
pitching, slanting, unraveling. She can’t feel
her feet they’re so cold, she can’t trust the solidity of what’s underneath, but she yells and
plunges and climbs until, in a lifetime of waiting, longer than the quake itself, she sees the
unruly hair, the arm, the gray wool blanket,
the swaddled torso, the bare feet of a person, a child, a girl crawling out of the belly of
the earth. Meg runs, slows, scrambles, yells.
Shrew doesn’t shout back, but rather lifts an
arm and smiles.
As Meg approaches the girl, she says
nothing. She presses her lips against Shrew’s
forehead, runs her hands over her daughter’s head, neck, back and hips, checking for
blood, for deformities, for relief. They sit and
the seconds tremble between them.
nally. Shrew shakes her head. “Can you move
your arms and legs?” Shrew nods. “What’s
wrong with your arm, then, why are you holding it against your chest?” Shrew pulls the
blanket away to reveal, cusped in the fold of
Dunn’s cat.
Meg places her forehead against her
daughter’s and smiles wearily. “We have to
climb up to a high point so they can see us.
We have to stay warm and wait.”

Together, without losing contact, the three of them scramble
their way to a cube of earth and wait, huddled up and cold,
and with Meg stroking her daughter’s hair and Shrew chanting
softly, “Oh Here Now, Here Now, it’s going to be okay.”
AFTER THE FLIGHT AND THE NURSE, the ride to Legion
selves leaning into each other on a cot against the window in a
screaming in their sleep, and mothers bracing for aftershocks
and bad news. Here, Shrew whispers her story, about how she
got out of bed because Here Now pounced on her chest, hissing, making noise, how Shrew opened the front door to the
cold because she felt hot, and the cat escaped with Shrew
running behind her in slippers and a wool blanket. Then came
the crackling and popping, the ground quivering under her feet,
yards slipping away from their houses, houses from their foundations, foundations from their anchors to the earth, and her
cascading into the cold earth, hunkered down and clutching
the remains of a tree with one arm and the cat with the other,
how the slide seemed to last forever, glacier-speed, yet terrifyingly fast, out of control, never ending. When it stopped, when
her tiny chunk of land anchored itself at an angle, Shrew could
see only sky through a dizzying tunnel of earth and debris.
“I was scared, but I wasn’t scared,” Shrew said matter-offactly. “I had to hold the cat and I had to hold the tree. I didn’t
have time to think of anything else except that maybe this is
how the world ends and I had to hold to hold onto those two
things.”
time passes with no words, just thoughts.
“There’s going to be a lot of work and mending to do,” Meg
what needs to be done and how we can help do it.”
Meg considers the swirls of hope looping through the minds
of others, all at a crossroads, all caught together in this moment
of loss and possibility. “I’ve got a good feeling, Shrew. We just
made it through the worst of this place, the worst it can throw
at us. You’re going to grow up well, we’re going to do well, because with every turn of the earth there’s promise. With every
turn of the earth.” ■

